


What is Storyforce

and why did it come to be?



It all started with a question:

“How can we actively create a culture of 

storytellers and capture these stories so 

we could share them more broadly and 

intentionally?”



Our brand is the experience

people have of the school



Create a storytelling and

story-capturing culture

to enable a deep, authentic,

and consistent connection

to the Brandeis Marin

for the storyteller

and for all our stakeholders



We wanted to…

● Preserve memories -

● Capture our history - creating collections of stories we can share forever

● Strengthen our community - by discovering connections that are hiding in 

plain sight to allow people to get the most out of their Brandeis 

experience…

● Celebrate people in the community and their milestones

● To leverage those stories to attract new people - to draw in new 

members to the community 

● To show evidence of how vibrant our school is and give donors reasons 

to invest in this school 



Secondary

● To entertain and connect and have fun

● Education - Practice storytelling as an extension of the classroom



What did this “Storyforce” create?

There are four main aspects to storyforce. We will share about two 
here today.

● Ahsh
○ A semi-annual Moth-type storytelling event for adults

● Mish M’Ahsh
○ A private social media network for parents

● Storim
○ An easily searchable database to archive stories, photos, artifacts, etc.

● Teacher Initiatives
○ Providing windows and embedding storytelling/capturing into classroom 

culture











How did we come up with the format?



Moth Teacher Institute:
https://themoth.org/education/teachers/teacherinstitute

https://themoth.org/education/teachers/teacherinstitute






Rich Seymour “Elena’s Story”



Kathryn Keown “Lake Ellyn, Illinois”



Rabbi Sydney Mintz “She/He/They”



Lt. Colonel Ben Raphael “Gasping for Air”



How has The Ahsh affected the school?

○ Become a beloved, endearing, deeply 

anticipated event 2x/year (like Purim, 

Bingo Night, etc.) - pantheon of cool 

Brandeis Parent events

○ Ethos: Become a priority - helped to 

build the culture by professionalizing it.



What did the Ahsh lead 

to?





Storytelling is an important part of our culture. When shared and exchanged prolifically, it helps to weave 

the rich fabric of our community. It gives us a sense of belonging, connects us to each other, and 

strengthens our relationships.  

OUR MISSION: To strengthen the connections within our community and support our culture of storytelling. 

OUR VISION: A safe place where everyone in the community is a storyteller and shares personal stories, 

thoughts and/or conversation starters, broadening our sense of belonging, connecting us to, and 

supporting each other, and strengthening our relationships. 

A private platform that gives members of our community a safe space to share stories, thoughts and

reflections.

These captured experiences become the start of many conversations, as well as the building blocks

of future stories that can be both preserved and expanded upon, to be featured more broadly (e.g.,

The Ahsh, Tefillah, Newsletters, Virtual Tours, etc).

MISH M’AHSH: THE SPARK THAT IGNITES THE STORYTELLING FLAME



@shparks



Sharing



Class # People 

Invited

Sign In 

Rate

Kindergarten 25 48%

1st Grade 24 54%

2nd Grade 32 47%

3rd Grade 30 53%

4th Grade 32 50%

5th Grade 48 77%

6th Grade 62 42%

7th Grade 41 37%

8th Grade 57 49%

Admins/Staff 9 n/a

Total 275 51%

275

140

69

Community 

Adoption Update

Invited Signed 
in

Posted

25

Super
Users



https://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/17/fashion/the-family-stories-that-bind-us-this-life.html



Storyforce Proof of Concept


